
OSTIARY

WE GOT YOUR ENTRANCE COVERED



KLOUDIP OSTIARY will take care of it for you much more accurately than a human!

KLOUDIP OSTIARY
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You no longer need a person to do temperature checks, see if wearing 
masks and control access based on the identity and more...



KLOUDSKY
R

OSTIARY FOOTPRINT ON OUR SOLUTION MIX

HARDWARE
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High speed thermal camera to capture temperature
even when several people approach at once.  
Contactless face detection technology for
identification for attendance recording and access
control.
Face detection capability when wearing mask.
Detect and warn when not wearing a mask.
Contactless and fool-proof attendance recording.

SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITY

No more risk of dependancy on a security 
guards decision for your safety...
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Capability to cluster multiple units and coordinate
access.
Remote monitoring and reporting capability via
KLOUDIP FiOS telematics platform.
Detailed record of individual temperatures, time, if
they were wearing a mask and more.
Capability to take action centrally and instantly when
violate policy.

Key Benefits



A perfect tool for business data analysis and visualization - Syncronize all data to a central point for accurate and
timely decision making with absolutely no room for human error. KLOUDIP Telematics platform will make available the vital
data at your finger tips.

SYSTEM FUNCTIONALITY
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All-In-One Solution - OSTIARY unlike many other conventional solutions is a single contactless fool proof interface. As a
result data are available to access instantly from anywhere and interfaces are syncronized when multiple units are deployed
in order to precisely manage access. 

ALL-IN-ONE SOLUTION
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Detects if not wearing a marks.

Checks body temperature at 1m distance.

Contactless attendance recording.

High-speed data capture.

Identifies person while wearing a mask.

High-speed reading when person pass by.

Data available via KLOUDIP Telematics platform.

Access control feed.



Connects with HAZER - OSTIARY connects with Hazer to give you instant updates, alerts, notifications to ensure
maximum benefits and safety. You can centrally monitor your each remote site or even mobile staff.

REPORTS
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Hazer R

A Better Way to Manage IOT Devices



Stay connected:

kloudip.com

No. 1/8, 1st Lane, Bandaranayaka Avenue, 
Panadura 12500, Sri Lanka.
Phone: +94-11-212-7040 

Email: sales@kloudip.com

KLOUDIP (Private) Limited

3 Germay Dr, Unit 4 #4725, Wilmington, 
DE 19804.USA. 
Phone: +1-201-448-8116 

KLOUDIP INC

https://www.instagram.com/kloudip/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/13662392/
https://www.twitter.com/KLOUDIP
https://www.facebook.com/Kloudip-1983708458545921
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCF49jkNYcDoxK3OpQrXScUA
https://www.kloudip.com/
https://www.kloudip.com/
https://www.kloudip.com/

